JOIST has teamed up with Acorn Finance to offer
simple financing options for homeowners.

Financing is supposed to make everything easier
Just mention that monthly payment options are available when you share your estimate. Your customer clicks,  
picks a best-fit loan that makes improvements more manageable, gets paid and pays you.

See ya, hassle, fees and selling short. Hello, more and better work!

Already built into your estimates

On-the-spot to get you paid faster

Helps a wider credit spectrum with
competitive rates and terms from
12+ trusted lenders

Easy means easy
All you do is deliver your estimate with financing options enabled.
We’ll take it from there.

Our happy clients are
your happy clients
Acorn saved time and interest cost by
helping me to quickly identify the best
loan companies available for my home
improvement loan.
dvescelius

Clients fill out a one-minute
online form to consider 

pre-qualified offers from a
curated marketplace of lenders.

2. Clients choose their
favorite offer and apply for
final approval with the
lender.

Acorn Finance successfully paired me
up with a lender that approved me in 4
minutes after I applied through Acorn.
Try them out. Soft credit deduction to
apply.
Byron Pierce

3. Loans get funded, usually
within a day or two, and you hear
about it from us.1

4. You get paid and do the
work. Repeat.

Acorn set me up with different
companies for a loan. This allowed me
to choose the best one for me and it
took me very little time.
Jon Tindle

Some of Acorn’s lending partners

1All loans and other financial products are subject to credit review and approval by our partners. If approved, funding times may vary. Pre-qualifications use a soft credit
pull that does not impact your credit score. However, our funding partners will conduct a hard credit pull when you express interest in an offer and this could impact
your credit score.

